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This is the hollowness of the world!
There was a devotee, a boy from a
good family. Being influenced by bad
company he started going less frequently
to his Guruji. Guruji asked: “Son! Why
don’t you come?”
He said: “Sai! What do you know;
marriage is marriage! All that time, I was
alone, so I would visit you, but now I have
learned the way to live.”
“What’s
the
matter?”
“Sai! I have a wife
who appears as if
Brahmaji nourished
her with special nectar.
Once I finish my work,
I have to go straight
home, otherwise she
keeps waiting. When I
arrive home, we touch
each other’s glasses,
and then only she
drinks water.”
Maharaj observed
that the case was very
serious, and couldn’t
be cured without an operation. Maharaj
was also very clever. He gave herbal
medicine and said: “Tomorrow is Sunday.
Before LailÍ (your wife) prepares you
anything, go out for a walk and take this
medicine. This will make your body a little
feverish and then it will become completely
cold. I’ll tell you a technique. Doing so
will bring life force to the tenth door (an
opening in the subtle body near the middle
of the forehead). Then you will utter a
moan ‘Oh…Oh…’ and falter, and fall down,
and relax your body. You will become like
a dead body. Though remaining conscious
within, the breathing will become minimal.
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– Pujya Bapuji

Then see what she does, the one who does
not drink water without you.”
The Guru was a yogi. He taught some
yogic techniques, and then applied his
yogic power.
The next day the young man went out
and drank the medicine. He felt the
symptoms manifesting as mentioned by
Guruji. He returned and said to his wife:
“I am dying, I have
pain... fever... I do not
know
what
is
happening!”
His wife said: “I
have prepared MÍlpuÍ,
kheer and rabri, it is on
the chhinka (ropes or
wire net which is hung
from the ceiling, to
keep food). Take the
food.”
At that time, houses
in the Sind Province
were made in such a
fashion that the roof
was a little open. There
were no cupboards, so they would put food,
milk or butter in pots which were hanging
from the ceiling on a swing (chhinka) to
protect them from cats and rats.
The young man said: “I have pain in
my stomach….” While saying this, he
collapsed.
The wife thought ‘He has departed this
life. If I lament over his death, all this
kheer, rabri will have to be thrown away.
And if I go to get a stool from my motherin-law’s room, she will ask, ‘Has my son
arrived yet?’ Then what should I do?’
The wife dragged the dead body and
stood on his chest to take the kheer and rabri
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His brothers deserted him but he did not
give up worship of God – Pujya Bapuji
(Continuation of the article ‘God Himself
secures what they lack and preserves
what they have’)
This is a Puranic tale. There lived a
Brahmin born to the lineage of sage JÍbalya.
He had three sons. The two younger brothers
followed the daily routine of the Brahmins
and earned their
livelihood
by
officiating at the
performance
of
ceremonies at their
patrons’ houses. On
other hand the eldest
brother did not go to
patrons’ houses. He
had read this verse
from the Gita :

AZÝ`m{íMÝV`ÝVmo _m§...
“To those men who worship Me alone,
thinking of no other, to those ever selfcontrolled, I secure for them that which is
not already possessed (Yoga) by them, and
preserve for them what they already possess.
(Kshema).” (The Gita: 9.22)
One who worships God need not worry
about basic necessities like food, clothes,
shelter, etc. He remained ever engaged in
God’s worship. As the time passed, the elder
brother gained peace of mind as a result of
his worship and meditation. The two
younger brothers said, “W e earn our
livelihood by officiating at the performance
of ceremonies at patrons’ houses but you
are living without doing any work. In
addition to your spiritual practice you
should step out of the house with a jug of
water (kamandalu), leaves and flowers to
shower blessings on our patrons to please
them and bring home some alms and gifts
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from them for our subsistence.”
The elder brother replied, “O brother! I
am born as a human being not to flatter or
please others. Human birth is given solely
for loving God, not for any other work.
Having obtained this precious male human
body, I wish to please the Lord of the worlds
and feel blessed in my
life, instead of pleasing
people for transitory
things. So, I want to
realise the Eternal
Truth. My life is not
meant to earn bread
and butter or clothes
and house. My life is
meant to please my
Supreme Lord, the
Lifter of the Mountain,
cowherd Krishna to attain liberation.”
The younger brothers said, “Brother,
what you said is ok, but only if you work,
will you eat bread, the Lifter of the
Mountain, cowherd will not come to feed
you!”
The younger brothers were influenced by
materialism. They did not know that the
power of the mental body’s will is far greater
than that of the physical body. Similarly
subtle resolution of a person is more
powerful than his manual labour. Also,
BhÍvajanya Sukha (pleasure which comes
out of higher emotion) is higher than
KriyÍjanya Sukha (pleasure derived from
work). The bliss of Savikalpa SamÍdhi
(SamÍdhi with the triad of knowledge,
knower and known) is higher than that of
BhÍvajanya Sukha. The bliss and power of
Nirvikalpa SamÍdhi (SamÍdhi without any
mental modification) is superior to that of
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This festival will give you longevity, fame and Intelligence
Parents’ Worship Day: 14th February

– Pujya Bapuji

Valentine’s Day is “Ruin Day” whereas
their parents. I used to serve my father by
Parents’ Worship Day is “Success Day”!
massaging his feet. It might have relaxed
This day should be propagated by those
and comforted my father physically but it
who favour Parents’ Worship Day, see evil
brought forth huge mental, intellectual and
in teenagers exchanging flowers and look
spiritual gains for me. I used to pay
passionately at each other.
obeisance to my mother and
Engage yourself in what you
massage her feet. What my
Whatever you oﬀer
think is right, auspicious and
parents would have gained
to your mother,
beneficial and pray to God
from this is known to them
father, Guru and
for those who are engaged in
alone, but I got everything by
God comes back
the evil, inauspicious and
their grace and good sense.
to you manyfold.
This world is a
unwholesome thus: ‘O Lord!
My obedience to my Guru’s
Karmabhumi (the
Giver of good sense, please
commands may have pleased
land
where
one
bless these children with good
him a bit, but I gained Guru’s
gets
the
fruit
of
sense.’
entire spiritual treasure.
ac ons.)
Acharya Chanakaya used to
Despite inclement weather, I
pray: “O Lord! O creator of my
accompanied and guided some
destiny! If you ever become
tourists to a spot from where China
wrathful towards me, take away my wealth, peak (presently known as NainÍ peak) was
my comfort but please don’t take away
seen, obeying the command of my Guru.
my wisdom and good sense.” Because
Upon which my Guru exclaimed: “Even the
where there is good sense and wisdom,
weather and nature will obey the command
wealth will follow like a shadow. But if
of the person who sets out obeying the
one has wealth and a lack of wisdom and
command of Guru! How can she disobey?”
good sense, that entire wealth will bring
My Guru’s pleasure blessed me with a boon:
interminable affliction.
“Poisonous snakes in your presence
O citizens of India! O children of
become charmed by your love. Even
India! Always pray to God for wisdom.
rainclouds ask for your permission
Also, pray at the holy feet of your parents
before raining!”
to bless you with good sense. It is good
What an unbelievable boon I received
sense that guides one towards repose in
from my Guru! Showing respect towards
the Supreme Self of the nature of Truth.
one’s mother, father and Guru is to respect
And a perverted mind ruins one’s life by
one’s own self. Whatever you offer to your
indulging in unreal carnal pleasures.
mother, father, Guru and God comes
back to you manyfold. This world is a
_mV¥Xodmo ^d & {nV¥Xodmo ^d &
Karmabhumi (the land where one gets
AmMm`©Xodmo ^d & A{V{WXodmo ^d &
the fruit of actions.)
“Regard your mother as a God. Regard
In the name of celebrating Valentine’s
your father as a God. Regard your teacher
Day, young boys and girls look at each
as a God. Regard your guest as a God.”
Those who respect their lives, respect
(Continued on page: 16...)
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I am not worthy to describe His glory and greatness
Sayed Abdul Rahim
(commonly referred to as
‘Rahim ChÍchÍ’), a
resident of Ambajogai
village of Maharashtra’s
Beed district, has been
reaping the benefits of
Pujya Bapuji’s satsang discourses and holy
proximity since 2000. Reminiscing some of
his life-experiences, he shares below:

…and my dilemma disappeared
completely
In 2000, one of my acquaintances took
me to attend Bapu’s satsang discourse for
the first time. I liked the satsang discourse
very much and got deep peace. Thereafter,
I started visiting and attending satsangprogrammes frequently. Bapu was very
affectionate towards me. Whenever he
looked at me, seeing my beard, he would
gently move his hand caressing his beard,
and then with a smile on His face, he
would ask me through gesticulations: “Is
everything alright? Is all well?” At times,
he would put his hand on my shoulder
and walk with me, and at times, would
give me prasÍda with His own holy
hands, with deep affection.
Having been blessed with Bapu’s satsang
and affection, one thought occurred to me
repeatedly – ‘I should be taking mantradikshÍ (initiation) from Bapuji, and thus
have Him as my Guru.’ However, I’d
already been initiated by a Guru of my
religion in the past, and hence, I would
always have a dilemma regarding this. On
one occasion, I went to Ahmedabad to have
Bapuji’s darshan, where He said to me,
“why don’t you become a sÍdhaka?”
I said, “Bapu! I have already been
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initiated by another Guru.”
“If you don’t want to advance on the path
of sÍdhanÍ, then why do you come here?”
“Ji, I love you and like your satsang
discourses very much. I feel like listening
to your words a dozen times, and hence
I keep visiting you.”
Bapu realised my desire and dilemma
and smiled then walked away.
It was sometime in 2006 when I attended
a satsang programme in Bandra (Mumbai),
wherein I was sitting in the front row of the
audience. As soon as Bapu saw me, He
started to caress His beard gently, and then
said, “Get up Rahim! Just stand up.”
I humbly stood up with folded hands. He
then cast His gracious glance upon me, and
said, “Look, today I have imparted drishtidikshÍ (initiation by sight) to you. The
whole world is witnessing this. Starting
from today, you are my sÍdhaka.”
The grace that Bapu showered on me
at that time, through His gleaming eyes
can’t be described in words; and my
dilemma was resolved completely. The
following day, during the mantra dikshÍ
session, I took Guru Mantra-DikshÍ with
everyone seeking initiation. That’s when
I realised that I had wasted so many years
of my life uselessly till date.
It is beyond human comprehension to
know how a gracious Guru like Bapu does
good to human beings through different
means. What can I say about the grace of
Bapu? Bapu is Ishwara, Allah personified.
The world may say and comment whatever
it has to, I have nothing to do with the
world. Even if Allah or Bhagavan Vishnu
happens to appear in front of me, and say
– ‘I am God, just recognise me’, I would
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Types of Meditation
(‘The fruit of meditation’ Continued
from the previous issue)
Pujya Bapuji explains in his satsang
discourses that there are 4 types of
meditation:
(1) PÍdastha DhyÍna (2) Pindastha
DhyÍna (3) RÜpastha DhyÍna
(4) RÜpÍtita DhyÍna
(For detailed information on the above
methods of meditation, refer to page 16 of
‘Lok Kalyan Setu’, January 2020 Edition)

Types of Mediation from
another perspective
The meditation
techniques that fall into
another category are:
SthÜla,
SÜkshma,
SÜkshmatara
and
SÜkshmatama DhyÍna.
(1) SthÜla DhyÍna
(Gross meditation): Repeatedly looking at
or meditating on the form of God is gross
meditation. It has two further categoriesSavitarka (the adept can look directly into
the essence of real things, but only at the
gross level) and Nirvitarka (conventional
understanding, verbal and logical
associations, cease). Meditating upon the
form of Lord Shiva, Lord Vishnu or other
deities, or SatGuru is Savitarka dhyÍna and
eventually, developing oneness with their
form is Nirvitarka dhyÍna.
Savitarka dhyÍna gradually turns into
Nirvitarka dhyÍna.
(2) SÜkshma DhyÍna (Subtle
meditation): SthÜla dhyÍna takes the form
of SÜkshama dhyÍna. It has further two
categories:
(a) SavichÍra dhyÍna (b) NirvichÍra
dhyÍna
SÜkshama dhyÍna initiates with thoughts

related to virtues of God – ‘God is Peaceful
Atman, Consciousness Atman, Witness.
This is SavichÍra dhyÍna. Meditation on
such thoughts culminates in a state where
there is no thought; being calm while
meditating on light, being calm in witnessnature and being calm after chanting
OmkÍra is NirvichÍra dhyÍna.
For instance, the nature of a surging
ocean and a tranquil ocean – a surging
ocean delights and exhilarates people, but
a tranquil ocean intimates its depth and
serenity. Similarly, gross meditation begins
with Savitarka dhyÍna culminating into
Nirvitarka dhyÍna which
will gradually culminate
into subtle meditation,
beginning with thoughts
on virtues of God like ‘I
am verily that Atman,
consciousness which is in
the form of light in the
sun, in the form of moonlight in the
moon, and brims over our heart in the
form of Self-bliss.’ Thus be calm after
contemplating such thoughts and then
become free from thought.
(3) SÜkshmatara DhyÍna (More subtle
meditation): From the stage of subtle
meditation one enters the stage of more
subtle meditation. One makes progress in
sÍnanda dhyÍna soon after entering the
more subtle meditation. SÍnanda dhyÍna
blesses the sÍdhak with bliss. One gets so
much bliss that he does not like eating,
seeing or speaking. This is the stage of
more subtle meditation. One develops
awareness of beauty, bliss and peace and
becomes handsome.
SÍnanda dhyÍna gives bliss for some
time and then it disappears. With constant
practice, one will sustain blissfulness for a
longer time. If that bliss is experienced
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